"Leveraging the Wisdom of the Crowd for Fine-Grained Recognition," by Jia Deng, Jonathan Krause, Michael Stark, and Li Fei-Fei, uses human labelers to learn where the important features are for the recognition of fine-grained object categories. The authors construct an online game to elicit from humans features useful for fine-grained object recognition. These learned features significantly improve performance in fine-grained object recognition over previous state of the art.
The next paper, by Uwe Schmidt, Jeremy Jancsary, Sebastian Nowozin, Stefan Roth, and Carsten Rother, titled, "Cascades of Regression Tree Fields for Image Restoration," is an extended version of the CVPR paper that received the Best Student paper award. While discriminative approaches for image enhancement can be powerful, they may need to be trained for every possible degradation condition, a major drawback. For example, a discriminatively trained image deblurring algorithm would need to be pretrained for every possible motion blur. Schmidt et al. show that, for Gaussian models of image corruption, such instance-specific parameters can be separated from the discriminative training. For deblurring, this allows coping with arbitrary blur kernels at test time without needing to retrain the model. They use this approach for image denoising and non-blind deblurring, achieving state-of-the-art image restoration results.
The final paper is "Intrinsic Scene Properties from a Single RGB-D Image" by Jonathan T. Barron and Jitendra Malik. The authors model the scene as shapes under a mixture of illuminations. From a single RGB image and a corresponding depth image, their algorithm produces an improved depth map, plus a set of surface normals, a reflectance image, a shading image, and a spatially-varying model of illumination, providing a significant step toward full low-level interpretation from a single image.
We hope you enjoy reading these papers as much as we have.
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